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SSAI 2022 in Oslo starts in two weeks! Register today!
The long-awaited SSAI 2022 congress is now right around the corner, and we are ready to
welcome you! Despite several waves of pandemia, and uncertainties related to war, energy
crisis, travel restriction etc, we have been fortunate to gather a program of high quality with
excellent speakers at top international level from 13 different countries (the Nordic
countries, UK, Canada, USA, Belgium, United Arabic Emirates, Netherlands, Germany and
Australia). You have many choices to pick sessions of your taste with one plenary session in
the morning and 6 parallel sessions the rest of the day, in total 50 sessions. Study the
enclosed program and the list of 126 invited speakers and make your choices! We have
covered all fields in our specialty, both clinically and scientifically, and have also covered
themes like pollution caused by anesthesia drugs and gases, DEI (diversity, equity, inclusion),
artificial intelligence and climate crisis: implications for medical treatment, a session on the
ongoing war in Ukraine from a medical and ethical perspective and much more.
We also offer 6 interesting and highly practical workshops (enclosed at the end of this PDF)
For more information and registration: www.SSAI2022.com
We expect the SSAI Congress in Oslo 2022 to be a long-awaited opportunity to physically
meet, mingle and discuss our latest achievements within the international community of
anesthesiologists and intensivists. There will be many opportunities for social gatherings: a
welcome reception in the City Hall on Wednesday, and on Thursday a conference dinner
with excellent food and entertainment. In addition, you have all what Oslo offers during light
summer evenings and nights.
We look very much forward to meeting you in Oslo in June!

Kind regards,
Tor Inge Tønnessen
Congress President of the 36th biennial SSAI conference

